Abstract-Although facial expressions can be decomposed in terms of action units (AUs) as suggested by the facial action coding system, there have been only a few attempts that recognize expression using AUs and their composition rules. In this paper, we propose a dictionary-based approach for facial expression analysis by decomposing expressions in terms of AUs. First, we construct an AU-dictionary using domain experts' knowledge of AUs. To incorporate the high-level knowledge regarding expression decomposition and AUs, we then perform structure-preserving sparse coding by imposing two layers of grouping over AU-dictionary atoms as well as over the test image matrix columns. We use the computed sparse code matrix for each expressive face to perform expression decomposition and recognition. Since domain experts' knowledge may not always be available for constructing an AU-dictionary, we also propose a structure-preserving dictionary learning algorithm, which we use to learn a structured dictionary as well as divide expressive faces into several semantic regions. Experimental results on publicly available expression data sets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach for facial expression analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION
S OME emotions motivate human actions and others enrich the meaning of human communications [1] . Therefore, understanding the users' emotions is a fundamental requirement of human-computer interaction systems (HCI). Facial expressions are important means of detecting several emotions. Following the work of Ekman et al. [2] , many studies have focused on the analysis and recognition of facial expressions. The goal of facial expression analysis is to create systems that can automatically analyze facial feature changes and map them to facial expressions. This has been an active research topic for several years and has attracted the interest of many computer vision researchers and behavioral scientists, with applications in behavioral sciences, security, animation and human-computer interaction.
Facial expressions are combinations of a set of action units (AUs) introduced in the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [2] . Action units are the smallest visibly discriminable muscle actions that combine to perform expressions and FACS is a human-observer-based system designed to code these subtle changes in facial features [3] . Such changes happen locally in the face and result in both local appearance changes and shape deformations. Previous research studies on expression analysis indicate the importance of proper modeling of such local deformations for automatic expression analysis. AUs are suitable as mid-level representations in automatic facial expression analysis systems as they reduce the dimensionality of the problem [4] , [5] . However, there have been only a few attempts that exploit the domain experts' knowledge on AU composition rules and expression decompositions for designing systems to analyze and recognize expressions.
In this paper, we propose a dictionary-based approach for facial expression analysis including expression decomposition, classification and synthesis. Using the domain experts' knowledge on various AUs and how local facial regions are affected by these AUs, we first learn an AU-dictionary, D. This dictionary, as shown in Fig. 1 , consists of AU-blocks, i.e., dictionary atoms corresponding to each AU, and so it has a particular structure which helps capture the highlevel knowledge regarding AUs and their composition rules extracted from FACS. To encode this knowledge as sparse codes while designing the dictionaries, we propose a two-layer approach for grouping the dictionary atoms. In this approach we group the dictionary atoms in two, overlapping, layers. The lower layer is the AU-layer which groups dictionary atoms corresponding to each AU. The top layer is called the expression-layer which uses the high-level knowledge to group different AUs (defined in the lower layer) that are composed to form a particular expression (e.g. Sad, Happy, Angry). Our main goal is to use this AU-dictionary and the two-layer grouping imposed on it to find the sparse code matrix, X, corresponding to an expressive face, Y , so that X encodes the information about the AUs and expression of Y . In order to project Y on the AU-dictionary, D, while imposing the two-layer grouping on the D, we should solve a multi-layer structure-preserving sparse coding problem 1 . Fig. 1 . Summary of the proposed algorithm. The AU-dictionary D is constructed from various blocks of AU atoms. The test face is represented using a matrix of features (image matrix Y ) and it is decomposed using the AU-dictionary and coded as a structure-preserving sparse code matrix X (Y = D X). This representation enables expressive face classification as well as decomposition into its constituent AUs.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the test face is represented using a matrix of features, Y , which is referred to as the image matrix. Therefore, we are dealing with a multi-layer as well as multi-variable (columns of Y ) sparse coding problem. The image matrix also has a structure in which local descriptors (columns) corresponding to each AU region on the face are grouped together and in the top layer all the columns are grouped together to represent a particular expression. In order to preserve this structure we define two grouping layers for this image matrix as well. Then by employing a multi-layer, multi-variable group sparse coding algorithm, we minimize a proper objective function which imposes these groupings (for both dictionary and image matrix) into the sparse code matrix X. This is effective for expression classification as well as decomposing an unknown expression. We can also synthesize new expressions through valid composition of AU-blocks of the dictionary.
Learning an AU-dictionary requires a dataset of subjects performing various AUs which is not always available. On the other hand, since the definition of AU is an ambiguous semantic description in FACS [6] , it is hard to define proper structures for AUs. Hence, we further propose a structure-preserving dictionary learning algorithm to jointly learn several semantic structures on expressive faces and their corresponding dictionary atoms (structure-blocks). For this purpose, we introduce an appropriate objective function and propose a greedy algorithm to optimize that. We then use the learned dictionary (concatenation of structure-blocks) for expression classification in a similar way as discussed for the AU-dictionary. We evaluate the proposed algorithm on two publicly available datasets and demonstrate the effectiveness of algorithms for expression decomposition and classification. We also illustrate some preliminary examples of expression synthesis using our generative algorithm.
II. RELATED WORKS
Many previous approaches for expression analysis have proposed discriminative classifiers for AUs and/or universal emotions [6] - [13] . Among these, Littlewort et al. [7] presented the Computer Expression Recognition Toolbox (CERT) which is a software tool for fully automatic real-time facial expression recognition. CERT can automatically code the intensity of 19 different facial actions from FACS and 6 different universal facial expressions. Although some of these approaches show very promising recognition rates on emotions/AUs, they do not fully exploit the connections among AUs and emotions provided in FACS; as well as further, they are pure discriminative classifiers. For surveys on recent developments in universal emotions and AU recognition, we refer the readers to [1] and [4] .
A few algorithms that employed the knowledge presented in FACS regarding AUs and emotions for expression analysis are reviewed here. Tong et al. [9] systematically combined prior knowledge about facial expressions and AUs with image measurements through a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) to achieve accurate, robust, and consistent facial expression analysis. They modeled the relationship between AUs and the local facial components as well as the relationships among AUs themselves using a complex graphical model and used it to infer facial expressions.
Yang et al. [6] interpreted facial expressions by learning some compositional features based on local appearance features around AU areas. They avoided AU detection, and tried to interpret facial expression by learning these compositional appearance features. They showed the consistency of the built compositional features with respect to the interpretation of FACS.
There are some generative approaches for expression analysis in which new expressions are recognized as compositions of simpler/basic expressions. Active shape models (ASM) and active appearance models (AAM) [14] are used to approximate deformable face models using linear subspace analysis. However, linear subspace methods are inadequate to represent the underlying structure of real data and so nonlinear manifold learning approaches are proposed. Liao et al. [15] decomposed each expression using a basis of eight one-dimensional manifolds each learned offline from sequences of labeled universal expressions. They applied tensor voting to learn these nonlinear deformation manifolds and showed results for both expression recognition and synthesis.
By observing that images of all possible facial deformations of an individual make a smooth manifold embedded in a high dimensional image space, Chang et al. [16] proposed a probabilistic video-based facial expression recognition method on manifolds. They represented a complete expression sequence as a path on the expression manifold and used a probabilistic model to perform expression recognition as well as synthesize image sequences. Taheri et al. [17] modeled AUs as geodesic pathways on the Grassmann manifold. This representation enables expression models to be generalized across view changes. Moreover, it enables the decomposition of an expression into constituent AUs, synthesis of new expressions and expression mapping between different subjects.
These studies have limitations in terms of the expressions they recognize or features they use. Most of them are pure discriminative classifiers or only use the facial shape information and so can only synthesize the shape sequences. But they all suggest that it is important to propose a generative expression analysis system that models AUs and employ them for expression analysis by incorporating domain experts' knowledge provided by FACS regarding expression decomposition and AU composition rules.
Dictionary learning and sparse coding have been effective for robustly modeling data with some level of noise and intra-class variations. Algorithms for data-driven learning of domain-specific overcomplete dictionaries are widely employed for reconstruction and recognition applications [18] - [21] . Local variations in the appearance of the faces due to various expressions can also be modeled using a set of dictionary atoms. But facial expressions are structured actions (e.g. deformations corresponding to each AU occur at a particular local region of the face) and maintaining this structure is important for expression analysis.
In the literature, convincing theoretical and experimental justifications have been provided to enforce structured/group sparse regularization when the underlying group structure is present in the data; see [22] - [25] and references therein. Human faces are strictly structured, thus it is natural to define the structure/group over the dictionary by restricting a dictionary atom to one of the predefined local regions, such that mouth deformations are described using only atoms for the mouth region. This can be achieved using structure-preserving sparse coding. Yu et al. [26] propose a computationally efficient MAP-EM algorithm for structure-preserving dictionary learning. This approach regularizes the sparse estimation by assuming dependency on the selection of active atoms. In this work, we also need to learn a structure-preserving dictionary for modeling facial expressions and AUs. Although often non-overlapping groups are assumed to simplify the structure preserving problem, to correctly model human expressions we formulate our problem as a challenging structure/group preserving sparse model with overlapping groups (since some AUs are common for different facial expressions).
A. Contribution
Our main contributions are:
• We learn an AU-dictionary by defining proper semantic regions on the face.
• We incorporate the high-level knowledge from FACS regarding AUs and their composition rules as a two-layer grouping over dictionary atoms. We also impose a similar two-layer grouping over the test image matrix.
• We extend the single multi-layer group sparse coding algorithm proposed in [27] to the multi-layer, multivariable group sparse coding case.
• We further propose a structure-preserving dictionary learning algorithm to replace the AU-dictionary.
B. Outline
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section III discusses the structured AU dictionary, our approach to generate it and the groupings we impose over the dictionary atoms. Then in Section IV we present the multi-layer multi-variable group sparse coding, the objective function and the algorithm to optimize it. A structure-preserving dictionary learning algorithm is then proposed in Section VI. Experimental results are presented in Section VII.
III. ACTION UNIT DICTIONARY
AUs are the basic components of each expression and their compositions are usually different for various expressions. Therefore, breaking an expression into a set of AUs is an important step toward facial expression analysis. Facial action coding proposed in FACS serves only as an initial step. However, the next step for modeling these AUs and exploiting them for expression analysis is particularly difficult due to the ambiguous semantic nature of AUs. In this section, we propose a dictionary learning framework for facial AUs. 
A. Modeling Action Units
Each AU determines the deformation of its corresponding facial components, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 2 . Fig. 2 shows faces of a few subjects performing different AUs. As can be seen, each AU acts in a local area of the face while keeping other parts unchanged. This motivates using local features extracted from expressive faces to model each AU. Moreover, Fig. 2 shows that there is a large degree of inter-subject variations in performing various AUs. These individual differences in expressiveness relates to the degree of facial plasticity, morphology, frequency of intense expression, and overall rate of expression [3] . These intra-subject variations should also be considered while modeling various AUs. As discussed earlier, dictionary learning is effective for modeling such data with large degree of inter-class variations.
While dictionary learning using all local descriptors extracted from faces can be effective for expression analysis, it does not preserve the structure of facial deformations.
For example, a deformation in a particular local area of the face (e.g. mouth) can be reconstructed using the same set of dictionary atoms used for representing a deformation in different parts of the face (e.g. brow). The coherence of such a dictionary limits its descriptive and discriminative power and the large degree of freedom in choosing dictionary atoms may become a source of instability in decomposition [26] .
Therefore, it is important to preserve the structure of deformations while modeling AUs. To this end, we learn a dictionary per AU using local features extracted from AU semantic regions on faces performing that AU. These semantic regions are defined as regions on the face in which local deformations corresponding to various AUs occur. Such regions can be subjectively defined by looking at various faces performing particular AUs. Fig. 2 illustrates some examples of these semantic regions we use for corresponding AUs.
After defining these regions, we divide a face into some local overlapping patches, as shown in Fig. 4 , and find those patches that lie in each of the AU regions. Using feature vectors extracted from patches in each AU region (Section III-C), we apply the well-known K-SVD algorithm [18] to learn data-driven AU dictionary blocks, i.e., atoms corresponding to each AU. It should be noted that the algorithm we use for dictionary learning is not limited to K-SVD. We can apply any dictionary learning algorithm and since K-SVD is a popular algorithm which generates good representative dictionaries, we use that in our approach. But any other algorithm for learning discriminative dictionaries [19] , [20] can be employed to improve the recognition rate.
Finally, we have several blocks of dictionaries (AU-blocks) which can be combined to generate an AU-dictionary, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . This dictionary has a structure indicated by its AU-blocks. This structure is later imposed as a constraint for structure-preserving sparse coding (Section IV). Details of feature representation and extraction are discussed in Section III-C.
B. Composing Action Units
There are some subsets of AUs that usually co-occur on the face to generate meaningful facial emotions. The number of these subsets is much smaller than all possible combinations of AUs. These subsets of AUs are especially well-known for universal expressions. For example, it is known that a happy face is usually a combination of AUs-{6+12+25}. Fig. 3 shows some combinations of AUs that generate universal facial emotions. After learning the AU-dictionary, we should define these high-level groupings for AU-blocks in the dictionary. Such a grouping is particularly useful for expression classification into one of universal facial emotion classes as well as expression decomposition.
It should be noted that while most of the expressions can be reconstructed as linear combinations of additive AUs, there are some non-additive AU combinations as well. An example of an additive AU combination is smiling with mouth open, which can be coded as AU-{12+25}, AU-{12+26}, or AU-{12+27} depending on the degree of lip parting [3] . However, non-additive combinations usually affect the same area of the face where the outcome of their simultaneous occurrence is different from the effect of each of the constituent AU. An example is AU-{12+15}, which often occurs during embarrassment. While AU-12 raises the cheeks and lip corners, its action on lip corners is modified by the downward action of AU-15 [3] . Although such non-additive combinations usually occur sequentially, the simultaneous occurrence of them imposes additional constraints. Since the number of such non-additive AUs is limited, this issue can be addressed by adding these non-additive combinations as new AUs to the dictionary.
C. Feature Extraction
Feature representation plays an important role in facial expression recognition. The features used for this purpose generally fall into two categories, geometric features [15] - [17] and appearance features [6] , [9] , [28] . In this work we use proper appearance features to model local appearance deformations.
Selection of appropriate features is critical in facial expression analysis. Popular local appearance descriptors include Gabor filter, Haar-like features, SIFT and Local Binary Patterns (LBP). While all these features are powerful for describing local appearances, the SIFT features are effective in describing the edges and finer appearance features. Since deformations corresponding to facial expressions are mainly in the form of lines and wrinkles, we chose SIFT features for our experiments.
To extract the local features, we divide each face image into overlapping patches so that they cover all the AUs' semantic regions (Fig. 4) . We removed the patches from four corners of the image since there is no AU-related information in those regions. Since all faces are well-aligned in the preprocessing step, the designed patches are properly located on all the images. We extract SIFT features at three scales from the center of all the patches, denoted as {P 1 , P 2 , . . . P K }, where K is the number of image patches. We choose the local patches to be of size (n/8 ×n/8) where the size of the face images are (n × n) (after aligning and resizing). The amount of overlap between patches may vary and in the experiments presented in this paper it is set to n/16.
IV. STRUCTURE-PRESERVING SPARSE CODING
In the previous section we discussed how to learn an AU-dictionary and defined some compositional rules for grouping AUs to form various emotions. The particular structure in the dictionary and the AUs grouping can be imposed as constraints for structure-preserving sparse coding. In this section, we discuss the formulation of the multi-layer, multivariable group sparse coding scheme and present methods for predicting the class label of an expressive face and decomposing an expression into its constituents using sparse codes.
A. Problem Formulation
Having the structured AU-dictionary, an expressive face can be decomposed into combinations of some AUs. Our goal is to impose proper grouping-based constraints on this decomposition so that a sparse subset of AU-blocks in the dictionary is used for expression reconstruction and the subset is among the valid compositions of AUs discussed in Section III-B. Such grouping-based constraints encode the high-level knowledge regarding expression formations on the face.
1) Dictionary Grouping:
There are two layers of grouping constraints to be imposed on the dictionary atoms. In the lower layer, to emphasize that the dictionary atoms used for reconstructing the test face should come from a sparse set of AUs, we impose the sparsity constraint on the AU-blocks in the dictionary and force the number of blocks with nonzero coefficients to be as few as possible. On the top layer, we impose AUs co-occurrence information through valid AUs composition (or expression-layer grouping) by forcing the groups having non-zero coefficients for their AU-blocks to be as few as possible. We refer to these two layers of grouping constraints as the dictionary-AU-layer and the dictionaryexpression-layer.
2) Image Matrix Grouping: As mentioned before, an expressive face is represented as a set of local descriptors extracted from overlapping patches on the face. So we have a multi-variable (multi-column) representation for each test face. However, the sparse representation for each of the local descriptors is not independent from others. Hence, we define two layers of grouping constraints on the image matrix. On the top layer, we force the same sparsity pattern for all the local descriptors by grouping them together in one group. This means that we want all these local descriptors to have the same expression label. In the lower layer, we want the descriptors extracted from the same AU semantic regions on the face to have similar sparsity patterns. This implies that these descriptors are reconstructed using the atoms in the same dictionary-AU-layer. We refer to these two layers of grouping on the image matrix as the test-AU-layer and the test-expression-layer. An illustration of these different layers of grouping constraints and the sparse code matrix is depicted in Fig. 1 .
The AU-dictionary consists of N blocks for N action units,
where the i th block has J i dictionary atoms. Therefore, the AU-dictionary, D, is a matrix of size d × J where d is the dimensionality of local descriptors extracted from a patch on the face and J = i J i . The dictionary-AU-layer is formed by grouping atoms in each D i and the dictionary-expression-layer is formed by grouping some valid subsets of {D i }'s as discussed in Section III-B. We express these two grouping layers using a set of indices, G dic = {g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g |G dic | }, where g i ⊂ {1, . . . , J } includes indices of those dictionary atoms grouped together in either AU-or expression-layer. |G dic | is the total number of such groupings which is a summation of the number of groups in two layers.
Image matrix Y is a d × K matrix where K indicates the number of local descriptors extracted from each expressive face (number of patches). We also define a set of indices, G tst = {g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g |G tst | } where g i ⊂ {1, . . . , K } includes indices of grouped dictionary atoms in either the AU-or the expression-layer. |G tst | is the total number of such groupings which is the summation of number of groups in two layers. The matrix of sparse codes, X ∈ R J ×K should be computed such that the grouping structures indicated by G dic and G tst are satisfied. Therefore, we formulate the objective function of multi-layer, multi-variable structure-preserving sparse coding as follows:
Here γ dic , γ tst , ω dic g , ω tst g and λ are weights on different layers and different groups. X (k) and X ( j ) are the k th column and the j th row of matrix X, respectively, X (k) g is a part of the column X (k) indicated by the indices in g ∈ G dic and X
g is a part of the row X ( j ) indicated by the indices in g ∈ G tst . Also X 1 is the L 1 -norm of the matrix X which is defined as the L 1 -norm of the vector formed by concatenating all the columns of the matrix. This L 1 -norm penalty encourages the solution to be generally sparse, and λ is the regularization parameter that controls the sparsity level. For the X
g we use the L 2 -norm to encode the sparse codes within each group as a unit. We adopt the Proximal Gradient method proposed recently in [27] to optimize this objective function and extend it to the multi-layer, multi-variable sparse coding case, as discussed in the next section.
V. OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
In this section we discuss an extension of the Proximal Gradient method [27] to optimize the objective function (1). This objective function consists of three terms as follows,
where
F is the squared-error loss and (X) is called the structured-sparsity-inducing penalty [27] . The main challenge in optimizing this objective function arises from the overlapping group structure in the nonsmooth penalty term (X). The overlaps among {X (k) g } g∈G dic and {X ( j ) g } g∈G tst make the block coordinate descent methods [29] , [30] which are commonly used for the problem with non-overlapping groups (group Lasso) not applicable. The most widely adopted method for addressing this problem is to formulate it as a second-order cone programming (SOCP) and solve it by the interior method (IPM) [31] . But this approach is computationally prohibitive even for problems of moderate size. Very recently, Chen et al. [27] , [32] proposed the Proximal Gradient method for estimating regression parameters with the overlapping group structure encoded in the structured-sparsity-inducing norm. They showed that using the dual norm, the non-separable structured-sparsity-inducing penalty (X) can be approximated using a smooth function such that its gradient can easily be calculated. The approximation problem can then be solved by the first-order proximal gradient method: fast iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm (FISTA) [33] . In this paper, we adopt this method and extend it to the multi-layer, multi-variate group sparse coding in order to optimize (1).
The non-smooth penalty term (X) can be formulated as
where A 1 and A 2 are auxiliary matrices associated with X (k) g and X ( j ) g respectively. The matrix A 1 is of size g∈G dic |g|×K and its k th column is defined as
where Q is the Cartesian product of unit balls in Euclidean space and thus a closed and convex set. A 2 is also a matrix of size g∈G tst |g| × J and its j th column is defined as
T with the similar domain as defined before. There are also two highly sparse matrices, C 1 and C 2 , which help separate the overlapping groups in X. In the matrix C 1 ∈ R g∈G dic |g|×J , the rows are indexed by all pairs of (i, g) ∈ {(i, g)|i ∈ g, i ∈ {1, . . . , J }}, the columns are indexed by j ∈ {1, . . . , J }, and each element is given as:
o t h e r w i s e and similarly the elements of C 2 ∈ R g∈G tst |g|×K are also defined (replacing γ dic ω dic g with γ tst ω tst g ). The smooth approximation of (X) is formulated as follows,
where μ is the positive smoothness parameter which controls the degree of approximation and d(A (.) 
Chen et al. [27] proved that for any μ > 0, f μ (X) in a convex and continuously-differentiable function in X, and the gradient of f μ (X) takes the following form:
where A * 1 and A * 2 are optimal solutions to (4). They also provide the closed-form equations for these optimal solutions. The equations presented in [27] can be easily extended to our problem. Given the smooth approximation of the non-smooth structured-sparsity-inducing penalties, the fast iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm (FISTA) can be applied to minimize the objective function in (2) . Readers are referred to [27] , [32] for more details on this optimization technique and the smoothing proximal gradient algorithm for structured sparse coding.
A. Expression Decomposition and Classification
Using the structure-preserved sparse code matrix X, we can decompose an expressive face into its constituent AUs. This decomposition is not limited to faces with universal emotions and can be performed for any expressive face. However since FACS specifically has the information regarding AUs composition rules for the universal emotions, we can enforce these particular groupings into the dictionary-expression-layer and employ that for universal expression recognition.
Using the information presented in Fig. 3 , right table, we form the grouping indices for the dictionary-expressionlayer. Now having a test face with universal emotion, we can predict the class label for this face based on the reconstruction error in the dictionary-expression-layer such that we assign the test image to the class with the minimum residual error computed as:
where δ c (X) is obtained by setting all the coefficients in X except those in the c th dictionary-expression-layer to be zero.
VI. STRUCTURE-PRESERVING DICTIONARY LEARNING
Construction of the AU-dictionary needs expert-level knowledge regarding AUs and the regions they affect on the face as well as a dataset with subjects performing various AUs for data-driven dictionary learning. Such information and dataset may not always be available. Therefore, it is necessary to have an automatic approach for structure-preserving dictionary learning for facial expression analysis.
To this end, we propose a structure-preserving dictionary learning algorithm for facial expressions. The goal is to jointly estimate some semantic structures on different expressive faces and their corresponding dictionary atoms. Our approach is motivated by the computationally efficient MAP-EM algorithm for structure-preserving dictionary learning proposed by Yu et al. [26] . With the goal of preserving the image directional regularity, they defined an initial set of dictionary bases using directional PCAs. Then using the EM framework, patches from the input image are clustered based on their residual errors over the initial dictionary bases and the dictionary bases are updated. This process converges after some iterations and finally the directional structures on the image as well as their dictionary bases are obtained.
We model a face as a collection of local subspaces so that each subspace element is well reconstructed using that subspace basis and its approximation via other subspaces results in a large residual error. So the goal is to find these subspace structures over various expressive faces. In other words, we want to find some clusters {S i } over the facial patches and their corresponding dictionary atoms {D i } so that the final clusters (or their corresponding subspace representations) are as separate as possible. This can be achieved by maximizing the summation over cross-residual errors which we define as the error in representing each cluster's descriptors using other cluster's dictionary atoms. The objective function can be formulated as follows,
where Y (S i ) is a matrix with the columns of all the descriptors extracted from the patches at cluster S i , and X i j is the matrix of sparse coefficients resulting from decomposition of Y (S i ) Algorithm 1 Summary of the algorithm for structurepreserving dictionary learning.
on dictionary D j where j = i . This problem can be solved by a greedy algorithm based on a bottom-up pair-wise merging procedure. The algorithm starts with some initial clustering of input patches and then in order to maximize (6) , at each step we greedily merge two clusters with minimum cross-residual costs. We initialize the clusters at each of the patch locations, p, on expressive faces with a same expression label, e, and learn the initial dictionary atoms, D e, p , using patch descriptors at each initial cluster, S e, p . This means that if we have K local patches at each face image and E different expression labels, we start with a K × E initial set of dictionary blocks. The reason to incorporate the expression labels for structure initialization is that patches at the same locations but on different expressive faces do not necessarily encode the same semantic knowledge. For example, patches corresponding to the lip corners are in different locations for Happy and Surprise faces.
As mentioned earlier, we adopt a greedy bottom-up procedure to merge pairs of clusters. At each iteration of the algorithm (before the stopping criterion is met), the crossresidual error between each pair of clusters, C rc , is calculated and then the two clusters with the minimum merging cost, Crc, are merged to form a new cluster, 
The dictionary for the new cluster is updated using the K-SVD algorithm [18] . The procedure stops when the minimum merging cost of two clusters goes above a threshold. A summary of this algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. Here {y e ., p } is the feature pool extracted from the p th patch location in all the images with expression label e. Fig. 5 illustrates the result of applying this algorithm on expressive faces with universal emotions from the CK+ dataset. As it can be seen, the learned structures are almost similar for different expression classes. Now in order to construct the structure-preserving dictionary, we learn the dictionary blocks for the structures on each of the expression classes. Then the final dictionary is formed by putting these dictionary blocks together. In this case the two-layer grouping is formed in the lower layer by grouping the dictionary atoms corresponding to each structure and in the top layer by grouping the structures corresponding to each expression class. We employ this dictionary for universal expression recognition.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We conducted experiments using two publicly available datasets. The first is the Bosphorus dataset [34] that is composed of a selected subset of AUs as well as the six universal emotion categories: Anger, Disgust, Fear, Happy, Sadness and Surprise, for 105 subjects. For each subject, the neutral face and the face in the apex of various AUs and emotions are presented. Some AUs or emotions are not available for some subjects. The second dataset is the Extended Cohn-Kanade dataset (CK+) [12] which consists of 593 sequences from 123 subjects. The image sequences incorporate the onset (neutral face) to peak formation of facial expressions. Only 327 out of 593 sequences have emotion labels from each of the six universal emotion categories. Again some emotion sequences are not available for some subjects.
In the preprocessing step for the CK+ dataset, we first detect and crop faces at the apex of sequences. Then for both datasets, face images are resized to 128 × 128 and using the coordinates of eye corners and nose tip (provided by the datasets) the faces are properly aligned. Fig. 6 shows some examples of faces from both datasets after the preprocessing step is completed.
A. Parameters Setting
Multi-layer, multi-variate group sparse coding has several parameters and it is important to assign appropriate values to them for better performance of the algorithm. We follow the weighting strategy proposed by Chen et al. [27] and also adopted by Gao et al. [36] . In this strategy the weight for each group is proportional to the square root of the length of the group, so ω dic
). Then we set γ dic = γ tst = λ = θ . In this way there is only one parameter, θ , in the whole objective function. In our experiments we set θ = 10 −3 .
The number of atoms in a dictionary block (AU/structureblock) and the sparsity are other parameters needed by the K-SVD [18] algorithm which is used for data-driven dictionary learning. In our experiments, we learn a dictionary of size J i = 20 per structure/AU and set the sparsity to be half of the dictionary size, i.e. 10. Our experiments show that these choices ensure a good trade-off between the accuracy of the representation and the speed of the algorithm. A larger dictionary (up to a point) may slightly improve the results but at the cost of slower convergence of the sparse coding algorithm. The reason for this is that a larger dictionary has higher representative power and so gives better performance, however after a certain point the learned dictionary also becomes representative for the noise in the data and this degrades its performance.
B. Expression Decomposition
As discussed in Section V-A, the AU-dictionary can be used to decompose an expressive face into its constituent AUs. In fact the main advantage of modeling AUs for expression analysis is that we are not limited to the six universal expressions, and many other expressions that often occur on the face but do not belong to these universal expressions can also be analyzed by predicting the AUs they are composed of. For this experiment, we learn the AU-dictionary using a selected subset of 15 AUs in the Bosphorus dataset. This subset consists of six upper face AUs (1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 43) and nine lower face AUs (12, 17, 20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28) . To learn the AU-dictionary, we first delineate patches that correspond to each AU semantic region. For simplicity we only define seven regions on the face corresponding to brows, eyes, nose, mouth and forehead. It should be noted that AU-5 and AU-6 are not included in the Bosphorus dataset; however, these two AUs occur in many expressions, so we learn their corresponding dictionary blocks using the happy and surprise samples in the dataset. However, we avoid using the same samples for dictionary training and decomposition testing. Fig. 7 shows some examples of expression decomposition we performed using expressive samples from the Bosphorus dataset. The figure shows decomposition results for two happy faces of different subjects. Both decompositions predict AUs-{06+12+25} which is in accordance with the information in Fig. 3 . However in part (b), AU-43 has also been reported as one of the constituent components of the happy face. This can be due to the extreme smile on the face which makes the eyes look almost closed. Parts (c) and (d) illustrate the decomposition for two expressive faces with Surprise and Fear expressions. The decompositions reveal the correct constituent AUs. It should be noted that in these experiments as well as in the expression synthesis experiments, in order to be able to visualize the reconstructed faces we concatenated the SIFT features extracted from each patch with the intensity difference image (the difference between neutral and expressive faces in that patch). So to visualize the final result, we add the reconstructed intensity difference feature to the neutral face.
1) Observations:
In the proposed algorithm, the AU-dictionary is learned offline. So the time complexity of the algorithm is mainly due to the multi-layer, multi-variable decomposition process. For an AU-dictionary of size 128 ×1500 and the test image matrix of size 128 × 685, it takes around 2.5 minutes to obtain the sparse code matrix through multi-layer multi-variable sparse decomposition (using MATLAB software and on a 4GHz processor).
C. AU Detection
We use the results of expression decomposition in Section VII-B to evaluate the accuracy of our algorithm for AU detection. The AU-dictionary trained on AU samples from Bosphorus dataset is used to perform expression decomposition/AU detection on expression samples in Bosphorus dataset, (we do not include 'Disgust' since the constituent AUs are not included in the AU-dictionary). In order to ensure that the training and testing datasets are independent, all images of the test subject are excluded from training set and so we perform leave-one-subject-out validation test. We consider the decomposition rules from Fig. 3 as ground truths for these samples. Since we do not want to visualize the reconstructed faces, for this experiment we only use the SIFT features extracted from the facial patches to train the AU-dictionary and perform AU detection. For this purpose, we first decompose an expression face using AU-dictionary (as discussed in Section VII-B) to get the sparse code matrix, X. Then, we compute an AU vector (V au ∈ IR 15 ) where each component is the L2-norm of the corresponding AU block in the matrix X. After normalizing the V au we find the AUs with the values grater than 0.3 and mark them as detected AUs in the test face 3 . Table I shows the results for AU detection on the Bosphorus dataset.
We also perform AU detection on the MMI facial expression database [37] , [38] . The MMI database is a collection of recordings of subjects displaying facial expressions which are FACS annotated. The database contains over 800 face video sequences in posed expressions, starting and ending in the neutral phase with a full temporal onset-apex-offset pattern in between. The database has been mainly used for temporal AU detection [35] , [39] , [40] . Here we want to use single frames from videos to perform static AU detection using the apex of each expression. It should be noted that recognizing facial action units and expressions from static images is a more challenging problem than from image sequences, as less information about expressive actions is available.
In order to train the AU-dictionary, we take in every video the first apex frame of each target AU (AUs 1+2 4 , 4, 6, 12 and 25). As preprocessing steps, we perform face detection and face registration on the selected frames. For testing, we perform leave-one-subject-out validation in which all images of the test subject are excluded from training. Hence no data from one subject appears in training and testing sets. Table II compares the AU detection rates from our algorithm with the results reported in [35] using Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) as features and SVM as a classifier.
D. Expression Recognition
In this section we report the results of expression recognition using the learned structure-preserving dictionaries (Section VI) for CK+ and Bosphorus datasets. We adopt the leave-one-subject-out cross-validation configuration to maximize the amount of training and testing data. Fig. 8 shows the confusion matrices for both datasets. It should be noted that for the CK+ dataset we only use the apex of each expression sequence for recognition. The average recognition rate on the CK+ dataset is 88.52% and on the Bosphorus dataset is 69.78%. It should be noted that while both CK+ and Bosphorus datasets have faces with posed expressions, there are main discrepancies in their annotations. The CK+ was first FACS coded manually, then emotion labels were assigned based on FACS rules, while in the Bosphorus the subjects were asked to show the given emotion/AU and hence the emotion labels might not correspond to the given AU combinations. This explains the lower recognition rate on Bosphorus (Expressions/AUs) compared to CK+.
The figure also shows the confusion matrix reported in [12] which is using the same experimental protocol as ours 5 . Considering the individual recognition rates for each expression we observe that some expressions like Fear and Sadness (as well as Disgust for Bosphorus dataset) have lower recognition rates compared to other expressions. While the main reason for this is that Fear and Sadness are generally difficult to recognize due to subtleness of the deformations they cause on the face compared to expressions like Surprise or Happiness, for the case of Bosphorus dataset, there is a large degree of similarity among faces of some classes (e.g. Fear and Surprise or Sad, Angry and Disgust) which contributes to the lower performance on these particular expressions.
To show the importance of incorporating high-level knowledge on grouping AUs, we compare our algorithm with two other algorithms on the CK+ dataset (Table III) . In the first algorithm, multi-layer single grouping [27] , we removed the grouping information on the image matrix and so the sparse representation for each local descriptor extracted from the test face is obtained independent of others. In the second algorithm both grouping information on the dictionary and image [43] is applied to learn sparse representation for each local descriptor. As Table III shows, removing each of the high-level grouping information decreases the recognition rate. These results again emphasize the importance of incorporating the high-level information for expression analysis. Table IV compares the average recognition rate of our algorithm with some recent advances in expression recognition for the CK/CK+ datasets. The CK dataset [44] is the old version of CK+ which has fewer subjects and sequences. Most of these algorithms did not follow leave-one-subject-out validation, but instead they divided the dataset randomly into training and testing parts and reported the results on the testing part. As the table shows, our result is comparable to the best reported results. However, it should be noted that as our algorithm is a generative approach, its classification performance can be lower than fully discriminative methods like Adaboost. But the proposed approach can also perform unknown expression decomposition and new expression synthesis which are not possible with pure discriminative algorithms. Moreover, our algorithm provides a general framework for decomposing an action in terms of its constituent basic components. Using a better feature representation for expressive faces as well as a machine learning algorithm for learning over the sparse code matrix, we can expect a higher recognition rate.
E. Expression Synthesis
Combining different AUs can result in new expressions on the face. Using the AU-dictionary, we perform this experiment to generate valid expressions through composition of some AUs. For this purpose, first we need valid models for sparse coefficients corresponding to each AU. We obtain these models for each subject by decomposing the sample of a particular AU onto the AU-dictionary. Then by selecting a subset of these AUs and assigning values to the corresponding coefficients in the sparse matrix we are able to synthesize new expressions. However, it should be noted that this approach does not work for non-additive AUs (discussed in Section III-B). Fig. 9 illustrates two examples of expression synthesis.
VIII. SUMMARY, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a dictionary-based approach for facial expression analysis. Using the domain experts' knowledge provided in FACS, we learned an AU-dictionary. We also proposed an automatic algorithm to learn a structure-preserving dictionary without incorporating the experts' knowledge. Then the highlevel knowledge regarding the AUs/structures composition is incorporated into this dictionary through a multi-layer grouping of dictionary atoms. Since we are also dealing with a multi-variable problem, we impose appropriate groupings over the test image matrix columns. We employed a multi-layer, multi-variable group sparse coding algorithm to impose these grouping constraints for structure-preserving sparse coding. This enables us to perform expression decomposition into the constituent AUs for a face with any unknown expression. Using the sparse code matrix we can also perform universal emotion recognition. The results indicate the improvements that this high-level knowledge brings to expression analysis. Moreover, since the proposed algorithm is a generative approach, we can also perform new expression synthesis. We show some preliminary results for expression synthesis. The proposed algorithm has limitations and we briefly discuss some of them here.
A. Temporal Modeling
The proposed algorithm can decompose a still image of an expressive face into its constituent AUs. But dynamic of the face in an expression sequence is an important source of information for facial expression analysis/recognition. Therefore, it is important to incorporate this source of information into our formulation as part of future work. Adding temporal information affects both AU-dictionary learning process as well as input/output groupings. Incorporating temporal information enables us to predict the intensity of AUs and detect AUs that are combined sequentially to form an expression on the face.
B. Spontaneous vs. Posed Expressions
The success of the proposed algorithm mainly depends on how well the learned AU-dictionary can represent the expressive faces and this depends on the training dataset used to learn the dictionary. Dictionary-based algorithms are sensitive to the change of the domain. This means that the dictionary that is learned on the posed expressions cannot be directly applied to decompose spontaneous expressions 6 . Therefore, in order to apply our method to spontaneous expressions (where faces might also be in different poses), we need to learn a dictionary using training faces with spontaneous expressions. This requires a dataset of spontaneous expressions with AU codings for the faces and will be in our future work.
C. Expression Synthesis
The synthesis experiment in the paper is preliminary, to show the potential of the proposed algorithm. An important application for expression synthesis through AU composition is to synthesize some real expressions other than the universal one (e.g, frustration, empathy, contempt, interestedness, boredom, etc.). Since having ground truth on these expressions is difficult, the proposed approach can be applied to synthesize such expressions. However, in order to synthesize such nonuniversal expressions we need to know the AU combinations for them and also need to have the dictionary blocks for the constituent AUs. We hope to conduct experiments to explore the effectiveness of dictionary-based approaches for these problems.
